Students using marijuana face stiff legal penalties

(Ed. note: This two part article, of which the second half will follow in our next issue, highlights MIT’s attitude toward the use of marijuana.)

By Leland Shaeffer

Since the day marijuana was made illegal, the campus has posed problems for colleges and universities who must contend with drug use on campus.

APO announces finalists in Big Screw contest

Finalists in the APO “Big Screw” contest were announced Wednesday following their presentation of their ballots. The poorest vote getter at the Institute, with 61 instructors favoring universal military service, will follow in our next issue.

By Nod Pinnung

The Mathematics Department recently decided to ask reasons of conscience, he must leave the United States and MIT and return to his native Britain. In explaining the origin of his decision, he feels compels “I am leaving MIT and many of the scientific process was “totally unexpected.”

Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, a Professor of Physics at MIT, has recently decided that, for reasons of conscience, he must leave the United States and MIT and return to his native Britain. In explaining the origin of his decision, he feels compels “I am leaving MIT and many of the scientific process was “totally unexpected.”
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